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ABSTRACT 
Brain Magnetic Resonance (MR) segmentation algorithms are used to diagnose brain tumors, edema and other neurological 

diseases. In this paper, a segmentation algorithm is used that segments the brain MR images into tumor and edema.The Stationary 

Wavelet Transform (SWT) is used to extract the features from the skull stripped MR image. The input feature vectors obtained 

from SWT coefficients are segmented using Self Organizing Map (SOM) which is an unsupervised algorithm done using Neural 

Network (NN) and the output of SOM is fine tuned by using Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) which is a supervised algorithm. 

 

KEYWORDS:  Brain Magnetic Resonance(MR), Learning Vector Quantization(LVQ), Self Organizing Map(SOM), Stationary 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Segmentation of Brain Magnetic Resonance (MR) image is a challenging task which is required for the 
purpose of diagnosing brain tumor, edema and other neurological diseases. Nowadays this difficulty is 
overcome by using modern techniques. 

In this paper, MR images are obtained and is given to the anisotropic diffusion filter to make the MR image 
noise free. This noise free image is then segmented using skull stripping algorithm which is also called as whole 
brain segmentation. The Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) is used to extract the features from the skull 
stripped image. These features are segmented using Self Organizing Map (SOM) which is an unsupervised 
algorithm using Neural Network (NN) and the output of SOM is fine tuned by using Learning Vector 
Quantization (LVQ) which is a supervised algorithm.  

SWT are utilized to extract features from the MR images that will be used as input to the NN. SWT is 
invariant to translation and its coefficients will not change even if the signal is shifted. A massively parallel 
distributed processor that has a natural propensity for storing experimental knowledge is known as neural 
network. 

In this paper, artificial neural network is used.Nonlinear information (signals) processing devices are known 
as Artificial Neural Network.It is built from interconnected elementary processing devices called neurons. 
 
Proposed System: 
A. Pre-Processing: 

In this step, image data can be improved by suppressing the unwanted distortions. It also enhances the 
image features which are required for further processing. Noise of the image can be eliminated by using 
anisotropic diffusion filter. This filter is also known as Perona-Malik diffusion. It is a technique aiming to 
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reduce the noise without removing significant parts of the image especially edges. The diffusion process is a 
nonlinear and space variant transformation of original image. Anisotropic diffusion is an iterative process where 
a relatively simple set of computations are used to compute each successive image. This process is continued 
until a sufficient degree of smoothing is obtained. 
 
B.Skull Removal: 

It is used to eliminate non-cerebral tissues such as skin, skull, fat, muscle and connective tissues which are 
not required for further process. In skull removal process, we use an algorithm which is a combination of 
thresholding and morphological operations. The following are the stages involved in skull removal process, 
 
1) Thresholdingalgorithm: 

(a) Gaussian filter is designed to soften the images. 
(b) Global Threshold value is calculated using intensity histogram. 
(c) Assign the value 0 to those pixels whose intensity value is greater than the threshold value. 
(d) Threshold value is obtained by using Otsu’s method. 
(e) By using Otsu’s threshold value, convert the image into black / white image. 
 

2)  Morphological Operations: 
(a) Morphological operations apply a structuring element to an input image to create an output image of the 

same size. 
(b) Here, a pixel of the input image is compared with its corresponding neighbours to obtain the pixel of the 

output image. 
(c) The most basic morphological operations are erosion and dilation. 
(d) Erosion is followed by Dilation where erosion removes pixels on object boundaries while dilation adds 

pixels to the boundaries of objects in an image. 
(e) A mask is a filter. Applying mask is nothing but moving the filter mask from point to point in an image 

at which the response of the filter is calculated by using predefined relationships. Hence, all the filter values are 
predefined and are standard. 

(f) To obtain the mask of the brain region, assign 0 and 1 to outside and inside of the object respectively. 
(g) Finally, skull stripped image is obtained by multiplying the mask with MR image. 
 

3) Feature Extraction: 
If the input data is too large to process, then the data is transformed to the reduced set of features. The 

features are extracted from the MR images using Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) and these features are 
given as an input to the Neural Networks (NN). SWT is invariant to translation and there is no change in the 
SWT coefficients when signal is shifted. The extracted features are expected to have sufficient information from 
input data to do further process. 

 

 

Fig.1: Two Dimensional SWT
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The extracted features are, 
(A) Entropy 
(B) Energy 
(C) Standard deviation 
(D) Mean absolute deviation 
 
SWT is invariant to translation, which is achieved by up sampling the filter co-efficients by a factor 

of2(���) in the jth  level of the algorithm. In SWT, number of output at each level is same as that of the input 
samples. So, for a decomposition of N levels there is a redundancy of N in the wavelet co-efficients. 
 
4) Self Organizing Map:

 A self-organizing map (SOM) is a type of artificial neural network. SOM is an unsupervised algorithm, in 
which the networks develop their own classification for training the data without any external help. In this 
training, class membership is defined by input pattern which shares the common features and network identifies 
those features across the input pattern. It is used as a segmentation tool. It is trained to map the input image to 
the corresponding tissue regions based on their characteristics feature. 

In unsupervised algorithm, the target codes are not predefined to produce a low dimension typically 2D. 
Discretized representation of input space of trained samples is called map. SOM differ from other neural 
networks since they apply competitive learning rather than error correcting learning. They preserve topological 
properties of input space by using neighbourhood functions. 

The number of elements in a weight vector is equal to the number of variables in input vector. The mapping 
is done to reduce the dimension of the input sample. At the end of the training process, the clusters are arranged 
in an order in such a way that similar groups are present close to each other and dissimilar groups are present far 
from each other. 

The Self Organization process involves four major components: 
(a) INITIALIZATION: All the connection weights are initialized with small random values. 
(b)COMPETITION:For each input pattern, the neurons compute theirdiscriminantfunction  which is the 

basis for competition. The particularneuron which has small discriminant function is declared as a winner. 
(c) COOPERATION: The winning neuron determines the spatial location of neighbourhood of excited 

neurons by which the cooperation amongneighbourhood neuron is achieved. 
(d) ADAPTATION:The excited neuron decrease their individual values of discriminant function in relation 

to the input pattern by suitable adjustment of associated connection weights, such that the response of the 
winning neuron to the application of similar input pattern is enhanced. 

 
5)  Learning Vector Quantisation (Lvq): 

LVQ uses supervised algorithm that labels data for fine tuning the weight vectors of the trained and labeled 
SOM. LVQ is a technique defined with variants like LVQ1, LVQ2.1, LVQ3, OLVQ1 and OLVQ3. 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of the Proposed System 

 
The objective of this algorithm is to prepare a set of codebook vectors in the input samples and use these 

vectors to classify unseen samples. A winning strategy is used where one or more similar vectors of input 
pattern are selected and they are adjusted so that they are closer to the input vectors. This repetition results in the 
distribution of codebook vectors in the input space. Codebook vectors are initialised with small floating point 
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values or they are taken as a sample from an available dataset. The Best Matching Unit (BMU) is the codebook 
vector that has the minimum distance to the input vector. The key issue in LVQ is the choice of an appropriate 
measure of distance or similarity for training and classification. 

In this paper, LVQ is used to define class regions in the input space by placing similar codebook vectors in 
to classes. For complex distribution of class more codebook vectors are required. LVQ network has a 
competitive layer and a linear layer. The competitive layer classifies input vector while linear layer transforms 
the competitive layer class into target classifications. The classes of competitive layer are called as subclass and 
classes of linear layer are called target class. Competitive and linear layers have one neuron per class. 
Competitive layers goes up to s� subclasses and these are combined by the linear layer to form s� target classes.  

Input vector 
 x=(x�,x�,x�,.....x). 
Weight vector for the j�� output neuron w�=(w��,w��,...., w�). C�= Category represented by the jth neuron. This is pre-assigned. T = Correct category for input. 

Define Euclidian distance between the input vector and the weight vector of the jth neuron as: 

D(j) = �∑ (x�����
��� )�. 

 
The LVQ network architecture is shown below: 

 
Fig. 3: LVQ Network Architecture 
 
Implementation: 

MR brain image is given as input to anisotropic diffusion filter which will smoothen the inner parts of  the 
region and aliasing effect is eliminated and significant parts of the image are preserved.Non cerebral tissues 
such as skin, skull, fat and connective tissues are removed using skull stripping algorithm and segmented image 
is obtained.  

Feature extraction is done using SWT,the features that are extracted are energy, entropy, mean absolute 
deviation and standard deviation. 

(A) Entropy: Entropy (Ent) is the measure of randomness that is used to characterize the texture of the input 
image. It is defined as: 
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(B) Energy: Energy (E) is defined as themeasure of the extent of pixel pair repetitions. It measures the 
uniformity of an image. It is defined as: 
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(C) Standard deviation: The deviation or the variance between the pixel in the input image is represented by 
this feature

 (D) Mean absolute deviation:An energy measure that represent regularity of textures. 
The input image is mapped to the corresponding tissue regions based on their characteristic features by Self 

Organizing Map. Features are represented with optimal accuracy using restricted set of clusters in map. The 
clusters become ordered with similar clusters closed together and dissimilar clusters far from each other at the 
end of training process. 

Fine-tuning the weight vectors of the trained and labeled SOM is done using supervised LVQ. Class regions 
define the input space by placing similarly labeled codebook vectors into classes. LVQ3 algorithm is followed 
by LVQ1 algorithm. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The number of input neurons depends on the number of features considered. Here four features are 

extracted, so the number of neurons  is 4. 
i.e)Number of features = Number of neurons = 4. 
 
The features extracted are Entropy, Energy, Standard Deviation and Mean absolute deviation. The input 

layer has 4 neurons and output layer has 2 neurons. 60% data of the feature vector database are used for 
Training and remaining 40% are used for Testing.  

Three methods are used:  Dice similarity index which is a region based coefficient that measures spatial 
overlap of ground truth and segmentation results. Sensitivity and specificity used to evaluate the result. 

The dice coefficient sensitivity and specificity performance measures shows the overlap of automatic and 
manual segmentation. These three methods are used to calculate edema accuracy and tumor accuracy. 

Dice coefficient is calculated as  
(2*TP)/((2*TP) + FP + FN). 
The sensitivity is  calculated as TP(TP + FN). 
The specificity is calculated as TN/ (FN + TN). 
However the segmentation ratio for edema and tumor is 77% and 61% respectively. It is due to the 

following reasons: 
(a) Tumors are heterogeneous in nature and includes different types namely, Dead, decaying and active. 

 
Table 1: Measures of overlap for the segmented tissues and their manual labeling 

Dataset CSF Accuracy% Edema Accuracy% Tumor Accuracy% 
Disc Sens. Spec. Disc Sens. Spec. Disc Sens. Spec. 

A1 94 94 95.53 50.12 46.8 85.6 35.84 34.4 88.15 
A2 85.25 95.2 90.95 75.99 61.59 99.95 72.11 69.6 97.88 
A3 100 100 100 N/E N/E N/E 51.56 34.93 97.8 
A4 93.97 99 95.69 95.36 92.6 97 81.36 80.4 96.7 
A5 100 100 100 96.93 91.8 98.8 97.06 99.13 94.6 
A6 65.36 99.87 74.95 80.31 70.4 99 10.47 6.6 90 

 
(b) There is no border between dead and active regions and some tumors contain necrotic (dead) areas 

whereas others don’t. 
(c) There are critical features of our system because some tumors appear like edema or CSF when its 

protein and blood contain reside. 
 
The common problem for the cystic tumor can be resolved by combining prior knowledge to the system. 

Here we compared our method with the other state of the  
brain segmentation methods using the publically available datasheets. In this three different segmentation 

performances are evaluated. 
 

 
 

(a) Input image                (b)Output image 
Fig. 4: Skull stripping of brain tumor 

 
(a)Complete shows the discrimination performances of edema, necrosis, non-enhancing tumor and 

enhancing tumor. 
(b) Core shows the performance of segmentation of necrosis, non enhancingtumors and enhancing tumors. 
(c) Enhancing shows the performance of enhancing tumor .Results obtained for complete tumor was higher 

than core and enhancing tumor. 
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Fig. 5: Skull stripping ofedema 

Fig. 6: SWT Output 
 
 

 
Fig. 7: Segmentation results 
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(a) Input image              (b) Output image 
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Conclusion: 
In this paper, the brain MR image is segmented into tumor and edema. Here algorithm that is combination 

of threshold and morphological operation is used to strip the skull which is not the region of interest. SWT is 
used to decompose images into subbands. Spatial filtering method is performed using unsupervised SOM 
network. Supervised LVQ algorithm is used to calibrate the output neurons of the SOM. Here statistical features 
are used which produces moderate and comparable results but if textual features are taken then it might produce 
better results. 

Future work will focus on improving the segmentation accuracy and using additional features. 
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